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From the Research Director
Greetings. I am pleased to report
that as we enter our fifth year of operation PaleoCultural Research Group is
alive, well, and very active as an organization! During the past year much
of our attention has focused on a number of new projects involving fieldwork,
as well as on continuing and concluding laboratory work, analysis, writing,
and production tasks for several ongoing education and research programs.
Each of these projects is outlined in the
body of this report that covers activities by PCRG during the year 2000.
Over the past
year, PCRG has
added some key
staff members at its
main office in Flagstaff. These individuals have contributed greatly to
the smooth operation of our group
and accomplishment of several project and memberrelated goals. In February, Valor (Val)
Holton joined our staff as Administrative Assistant. Val has done an admirable job in handling book keeping,
payroll generation, personnel policy
work, member records and communications, and myriad other tasks, large
and small, essential to managing our
office.
We are also fortunate this past
year to have had two capable individuals, Amanda Johnson and, presently,
Robert-George (R-G) de Stolfe, specializing in computer graphics and related
imaging. This work is essential for production of our many reports and
project documents. R-G applied his
layout and editing skills to this annual
report, and his input will be even more
apparent in several project reports
scheduled for completion during the
coming months. ‘Ready or Not’, we
have entered the digital age.

The number of other staff members in Flagstaff has remained at a fairly
constant level during the past year.
These individuals include Eric Feiler
(Research Associate), Gail Ryser,
Monicque Christiansen, Vince Warner,
Lucas Kellet, and Chad Badorek (Lab
Technicians, temporary as well as permanent), and several other lab workers
who carry dual roles as students at
nearby Northern Arizona University
(many have been hired through the College Work-Study agreement between
PCRG and
NAU).
PCRG
continues to
maintain
physical headquarters in
rented space
at 624 North
Humphreys
Street in Flagstaff,
AZ
86001.
In
addition to the roughly 1300 ft2 of office and lab space at this address, we
rent storage space in a separate building. Our tenure at this physical address may be shortened, however, by
planned sale of the building and likely
change in our rental agreement at that
time. Hence, we anticipate moving
from this space within the next few
months. Such a move should be beneficial, particularly if we are able to combine office, lab, and storage needs at a
single, suitable location.
Regardless of our physical location, general communications to the
organization should be directed to our
mailing address [P. O. Box EE, Flagstaff, Arizona 86002], our e-mail address [pcrg@infomagic.net], or to the
individual e-mail or mailing addresses
of board members. Current board
members and corporate officers are:
Stanley A. Ahler (President and Treasurer), Carl R. Falk (Vice President),
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and Eric J. Feiler (Secretary). As always, membership records, fiscal
records, and other formal documents
and records of the organization are on
file in accordance with state and federal laws at the office in Flagstaff.
If PCRG’s nerve center is in Flagstaff, our far-flung members make up
the backbone of the organization. As
can be seen in a section below, our
membership level has remained about
the same over the past year. Essential
activities and tasks continue to be accomplished at the home locations of
members scattered throughout the
country. The willingness of distant
members to travel and participate in
projects such as the Gault excavation
speak strongly to the success of our organization. Foremost, PCRG continues to provide a mechanism for channeling parallel and complementary energies toward worthwhile goals of research and education regarding human
prehistory in North America.
Entering the new year, I see significant growth potential for PCRG . I
also recognize that we must work to
address a number of important organizational needs. For example, we must
continue efforts to diversify our primary
funding sources. In tandem, we need
to broaden our core staff to include one
or more persons focused on foundation
grant funding and local program development. Even with these challenges
before us, I believe the following review of activities during the year just
past shows that all PCRG members
have reason for pride in our accomplishments to date.

Stan Ahler
January 22, 2001
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Project Summaries
During 2000, PCRG members
and staff organized and participated in
a half-dozen new field investigations
and more than a dozen programs focused on artifact or data studies and
production of written or digital materials. Two field programs, Gault and
Chance Gulch, brought together teams
of volunteers who helped excavate these
significant sites and learned much
through their shared experiences. Another important educational activity
has been PCRG’s involvement with two
undergraduate archaeological field
schools – one based at the University
of Colorado-Boulder (Willow Bunker
Project) and the second operated
through the joint efforts of the University of Kansas-Lawrence and the University of Missouri-Columbia (Fort
Clark Project).

Several PCRG field projects are
based in North Dakota and link research with public education through
development of on-site interpretive programs. Lab studies and analyses involve several Plains Village sites, also in
the Dakotas. In addition, specialized
artifact studies include other widely
separated locations reaching from Wide
Ruins, Arizona to the island of Puerto
Rico. During the past year, nearly half
of our active Participating Members
took part in fieldwork, analysis, or report preparation for various PCRG
projects. Participation by many individuals is documented in narrative and
photos in the following project summaries. Equally important kinds of participation are documented in the Research Contributions section.
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Gault Site Excavations

Mike Collins pointing to the Early
Holocene Royalty Soil at Gault

Gault is a multicomponent site
not far from Austin, Texas. Site deposits contain many stratified Archaic and
Paleoindian layers and include a phenomenal record of Clovis period occupation (~11,000 radiocarbon years
old). Michael Collins is a PCRG member based at the Texas Archaeological
Research Laboratory (TARL) in Austin. Mike invited PCRG to participate
in an ongoing program of excavations
at Gault directed by TARL and focused
on the Clovis deposits. Last April we
responded by organizing a team of 10
PCRG members and volunteers who
spent a truly memorable week at Gault.
Our crew worked in an excavation block initially opened by volunteers directed by Bruce Bradley.
This block was deepened just before
our arrival by a volunteer team from
New Hampshire under the direction
of Richard Boivert. We excavated in
coarse, stratified creek channel deposits, inter-fingered on the margins with
fine-grained sediments. The work was

hard and rewarding. We found literally buckets of cores and flaking debris,
about a dozen Early Archaic and
Paleoindian projectile points, Clovis
blades and a blade-core tablet, and extinct horse teeth. Only a few meters
away we witnessed Texas A&M University field school students expose the
lowest two of four, carpet-like layers
containing Clovis bifaces, preforms,
adzes, blades, and blade cores.
Highlights of this experience
included planned as well as informal
talks with our gracious host, Mike
Collins. Mike informed us on topics
ranging from the mysteries of chert exploitation and exhaustion to local
sources for crystal quartz and the possibilities of pre-Clovis occupation in the
area. Our activities also included a
wading tour of a six-meter stratified site
on the San Gabriel River (see p. 56 in
the Dec. 2000 National Graphic).
Gault is already well known for its
Clovis-age portable geometric art in the
form of engraved cobbles and cortical

PCRG volunteer crew at Gault
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flakes and its rich Clovis blade industry. Information from the site will soon
rewrite the story of Clovis and earliest
people in North America. PCRG is
fortunate to be involved. We eagerly
anticipate another volunteer field effort
in March 2001 (see below), as well as
participation in artifact studies in the
future.

Eric Feiler examining the lowermost Clovis
artifact layer
in the Texas A&M block at Gault
Blade and engraved cortical flakes

Willow Bunker
Last summer, PCRG conducted Year 3 of fieldwork at the Willow Bunker Archeological Area (WBAA)
in the Pawnee National Grasslands on
the plains of eastern Colorado. The
Willow Bunker project is an excellent
example of how partnerships can dramatically increase the ability of any one
group or agency to conduct research.
Work began in 1998 with 10 days of
volunteer effort focused on salvaging a
hearth and surveying a square mile of
the Willow Creek drainage. By the
close of Year 3, nearly 100 students,
volunteers, and scientists in several disciplines had worked at the WBAA.
While PCRG provided direction, most
hands-on work came through a partnership involving the U. S. Forest Service, the University of Colorado (CU),
and the Colorado Archeological Society (CAS). What began with investigation of an eroding hearth blossomed
into a larger program documenting continuous, intensive prehistoric use of a
single location in the High Plains.
To date, fieldwork has occurred

in several “Areas” within the WBAA.
The CU archaeological field school and
numerous USFS Passport in Time program (PIT) volunteers conducted testing and block excavation in Area 1. Two
and possibly three stratified Late Prehistoric occupations occur at this spot
on the Willow Creek floodplain. Bison bones, fire-cracked rocks, chipped
stone, and pottery sherds document
what is possibly one of the few Dismal
River
campsite/
butchering localities
in northern Colorado.
At Area 7, on a
bluff high above the
floodplain, we found
a heavily occupied
ground surface buried
under 60 cm of windblown sand. A salvaged roasting pit
dates to the Late Archaic period, and a
McKean lanceolate
dart point found this
summer suggests yet
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older occupations. Other intriguing discoveries include two circular, trash-filled
pits, thousands of pieces of flaking debris, abundant burned bone (including several bird bones), and a single
bone bead. Shovel-testing indicates
that more than 95% of this site remains
buried and undisturbed.
Other work at the WBAA has
focused on continued survey of the
drainage, salvage of several eroding,
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cobble-filled hearths, and testing of
recently identified artifact-rich areas. A
particularly exciting discovery was two
hearths lying near and well below another hearth dated to the Early Plains
Archaic period. Both were salvaged last
summer. A date for the deeper hearths
greater than 7000 yr BP would document a nearly complete cultural sequence from Paleoindian through Late
Prehistoric. This would place Willow
Bunker among the most important archeological localities in eastern Colorado.
Artifact studies are ongoing and
will be reported within a few months.
The WBAA remains a region of interest for PCRG. We hope to participate
in a second research partnership with
USFS and others, focusing on a broader
understanding of prehistoric land use
patterns within the National Grasslands. If implemented, this project
would build on data from the WBAA
and perhaps spur a return to the Willow Creek drainage to investigate why
this spot on the landscape attracted
human habitation for much of the last
10,000 years.

Crew, volunteers, and visitors at Area 1
(top) and Area 7, Willow Bunker

Missouri River Village Study
Last fall PCRG was awarded a Historic Preservation matching grant from
the State of North Dakota for combined
field survey work and study of curated
artifact collections related to Plains Village sites along the Missouri River. Survey has the goal of more precisely locating and defining many significant
villages last documented more than 50
years ago. Additional site survey is directed at several parcels under greatest
pressure of development along the river.
PCRG is collaborating with Michael
Metcalf of Metcalf Archaeological Consultants for the survey portion of the
project, with fieldwork to be completed
next summer.
Page 6

PCRG is conducting the artifact study portion of this project. Stan
Ahler traveled to
the
Heritage
Center in North
Dakota in November and recorded data on
about 2000 rim
sherds from more
than 30 Plains
Village components. Included
are collections
from several trad i t i o n a l
protohistoric

Mandan sites near Heart River that
have not been closely studied in 60
years, as well as many collections from possible Hidatsa
settlements and more ancient
villages. In this project we are
applying modern classification and analysis methods developed for study of regional
sites during the past 15 years.
Information from this project
will prove invaluable for interpreting sites such as Scattered Village (see below) and
for unraveling the complexities of Mandan and Hidatsa
prehistories.
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Fort Clark
Some 50 miles up the Missouri
River above Bismarck, North Dakota,
a small brown sign marks the turn to
Fort Clark State Historic Site, one of
the most significant and best preserved
historic locations in the Great Plains.
This state property contains undeveloped and little-disturbed ruins of two
trading posts (Fort Clark and Primeau)
that operated during the heyday of the
buffalo robe trade. Both posts were
abandoned by AD 1861, just prior to
complete transfer of the surrounding
land from Native American to
Euroamerican control. Near the posts
lies Mit-tutta-hang-kush, one of the last
independent earthlodge villages of the
Mandans (~1822-1837). This village
was subsequently occupied by the
Arikaras (1838-1861).
The Mandan village and Fort
Clark Post were established shortly after Lewis and Clark’s expedition
through the area. These sites witnessed
many events that shaped both historic
reality and the historic record for the
era. In 1832 western artist George
Catlin painted many scenes and portraits of Mandans and Hidatsas at and
near Fort Clark, and in 1833-1834
Prince Maximilian of Weid and artist
Karl Bodmer documented nearby
peoples and landscapes in yet greater

Kansas/Missouri field school at Waugh

Conference in a large lodge ring, Mandan/Arikara Village, Fort Clark

detail. Smallpox
swept the post and
all nearby Indian
villages in 1837.
The Mandans suffered the greatest,
losing 90% of their
population.
PCRG is
playing a central
role in developing
a new interpretive
program at Fort
Clark State Historic Site. This
project is sponsored by the State
Historical Society
of North Dakota
Geophysics by
and is one compoKenneth L.
nent of the enKvamme
hanced interpretive programs Magnetic gradiometry map of Fort Clark Post (rectangular
slated for several pattern) and refuse dumps (upper left)
state
historic
the coming year. Phase 2, starting sumproperties including Huff Village and
mer 2001, will involve expanded excaMenoken Village (see below). Envations at Fort Clark Post proper and
hanced interpretation of Fort Clark and
study of all extant trading post collecother sites along the Missouri is also
tions in tandem with historic documenplanned to coincide with national celtation. Results of this work will flow
ebration of the Lewis and Clark Biceninto on-site interpretive devices and
tennial.
other materials for public education.
With continuing state funding,
In June 2000, Ken and his geowe expect two phases of work at the
physical team surveyed 100% of Fort
historic site, with all efforts ultimately
Clark Post and nearby Primeau’s Post,
leading to a vastly enhanced system of
and about 15% of the large Mandan/
trails, signs, and other features for enArikara village. Six remote sensing
joyment by site visitors. Phase 1, in
methods were applied. Many details
progress, involves an extensive geophysiof the layout of the trading post comcal survey program led by PCRG mempounds were revealed, and hundreds
ber Ken Kvamme as well as test excava— if not thousands — of small-sized
tions and reporting of past field studsubsurface cultural features were docuies. These efforts are providing both
mented. Remote sensing in the village
an archival record of site condition as
revealed a much more complex settlewell as important information for planment history than is evident on the
ning and implementing work during
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ground surface, with several older
lodges found buried under refuse layers.
A joint University of Kansas/University of Missouri field school operated at Fort Clark for two weeks during July. Earlier, this same student
group excavated for 20 days under
member Jack Hofman’s direction at the
Waugh Folsom site in Oklahoma.
Members Darcy Morey and Ray Wood
directed the North Dakota portion of
the field school. Students conducted
systematic hand-coring and metal detector survey in selected geophysical
survey areas in the village, with the
purpose of ground-truthing remote
sensing results. Twelve test units were
dug in the village and posts. Work in
Fort Clark Post proper will enhance
planning and problem definition for
the 2001 excavations. Since leaving the
field, work in Flagstaff and elsewhere
has focused on analysis and interpretation of five episodes of village excavation, in 1968, 1973, 1974, 1986, and
2000.
Just two days before project
completion, KU field school instruc-

Ray Wood (far right) and the
Kansas/Missouri field school at
Fort Clark
Systematic coring in the
Mandan/Arikara Village

tor Darcy Morey (in the white T-shirt
at right) was critically injured in a vehicle accident near the site. Happily,
we can now report Darcy’s miraculous
recovery with strong prospects of his
return to academic pursuits within the
next year.

Paleoindian Studies
PCRG investigations of significant Paleoindian collections and sites
continue on several fronts. In a project
involving only donated efforts and resources, PCRG tested the JB Spring site,
a Paleoindian locality on East Rainy
Butte, North Dakota. This work was
spearheaded by member Bob Gardner
with generous assistance from many
persons in the New England, ND, area.
Obvious early artifacts were not found,
although the tests revealed much about
site stratigraphy. We expect to eventually radiocarbon date the site deposits
and to report on the small excavated
sample that includes chipped stone and
faunal remains.
Members Phil Geib and Stan
Ahler have submitted additional manuscripts for publication dealing with
Folsom fluting and Folsom artifacts
from North Dakota. Their initial study
of the purpose of Folsom fluting has
been published, and reprints are availPage 8

able to members upon request (see
Research Contributions). Phil’s study
of Paleoindian collections from Northeastern Arizona also continues. In addition, Mike McGonigal has made
available for detailed study another significant collection of Paleoindian points
from a locality in the Northern Plains.
Mike continues to be an important
partner in Paleoindian research through
his efforts to divert important surface
finds from the antiquities market into
the hands of interested researchers.
During the past summer PCRG
members collaborated with geologist C.
Vance Haynes from the University of
Arizona in his NSF-supported research
dealing with ancient paleosols in the
Great Plains. His goal is to precisely
date and correlate numerous exposures
of a Paleoindian-age buried soil (called
the Leonard Soil in North Dakota) and,
ultimately, to understand widespread
climatic events that may have affected

C. Vance Haynes sampling the
Leonard Soil
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early human habitation throughout the Plains.
Vance sampled buried soils at several exposures in
North Dakota and will conduct AMS dating studies during the coming months.
In a most interesting study during the past
year, researchers at Southwest Missouri State University (Springfield) asked PCRG to conduct a lowpower microscopic examination and interpretation
of a small number of possible artifacts from excavated deposits beneath horizons with fluted points
at the Big Eddy site in Missouri. All specimens
exhibit damage or fractures suggestive of human use
or manipulation. Stan Ahler concluded that alterations on each specimen most likely resulted either
from recent damage or ancient geologic transport,
rather than ancient human involvement. Several
specialists who have studied these specimens have
reached no consensus regarding a pre-Clovis cultural record at Big Eddy. Excavations continue at
this highly significant site.

Chad Badorek excavating at East Rainy Butte

Huff Village
For those familiar with Middle
Missouri archaeology, the name Huff
Village conjures a mental image of a
planned, fortified, prehistoric settlement in North Dakota. Huff is also
synonymous with emergence, in prehistory, of the Mandan culture that
eventually was so well documented by
nineteenth century ethnographers and
artists (see Fort Clark). The 1999 Organization Report highlighted PCRG’s
research at Huff Village involving geophysical studies by Ken and Jo Ann
Kvamme and a small testing program.
Here we can report that the grant
project has been completed, with remarkable results. The site is now welldated by radiocarbon to the middle
decades of the AD 1400s. Many new
aspects of material culture and subsistence have been documented, such as
large and diverse assemblages of bird,
fish, and botanical remains. Digital
and text materials designed for new onsite interpretive displays have been submitted to the funding agency. New
interpretative stations will focus on
many topics: an introduction to the
site, village layout, human conflict and

village fortification, remote sensing at a specific
house, a cache pit and
subsistence remains, and
houses and house architecture.
Integration of systematic hand coring with remote sensing studies has proved
immensely informative at Huff
Village. Remote sensing can effectively pinpoint the many hundreds
of abandoned storage facilities in the
village and interior details in houses.
When combined with excavation data,
remote sensing allows one to distinguish pristine houses from disturbed
or overbuilt structures. Our work confirms that several square structures lie
within the rows of more common rectangular houses in the village. Extrapolating from the survey area to the full
site, Huff Village is estimated to contain 1,700 storage facilities with a combined capacity of 56,000 bushels – a
major settlement indeed.

Magnetic anomalies at Huff
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Stone Artifact Studies
Expertise held by PCRG members has come to play regarding study
of stone artifacts in two large mitigation programs. Eric Feiler is presently
studying about 3,000 stone specimens
from two sites investigated as part of
the Wide Ruins Road Project. This work
is supported by the Window Rock,
Arizona office of the Navajo Nation
Archaeology Department. Main components at the sites are late
Basketmaker and Pueblo II. The assemblages contain a predictable array
of grinding tools related to food
processing.
Chipped
s t o n e
technol-

ogy centers on expedient flake tools and
provides an intriguing contrast to the
bifacial industries many of us study in
assemblages from the Great Plains.
Stan Ahler is serving as a consultant regarding stone artifact analysis for the Paso del Indio Project, one of
the largest data recovery programs on
the island of Puerto Rico. The Paso
del Indio site contains several meters
of rich, stratified deposits. Occupations
include several Ostionoid layers dating
in the period AD 1000-1350, overlying Saladoid components several hundred years older. Saladoid technology
is marked by bipolar cores and flakes
and use of distant raw materials, some
transported by ocean-going canoe.
Ostionoid technology is marked by freehand cores, numerous core-tools, and
utilized flakes made of tough, local
stones. Research is broadly focused on

Ongoing Village Studies
Three active PCRG projects presently involve artifact studies, large data
sets, and report writing tasks. We are
in the concluding months of analysis
and reporting for the Scattered Village
site in North Dakota. Researchers are
deeply immersed in the interpretation
of mammal, micromammal, bird, fish
and botanical remains, as well as pottery, lithics and shell. In Flagstaff, the
photography of numerous stone tools
and rim sherds was just finished. Many
of these images will appear in digital
form in the final report. Trade artifacts
and radiocarbon dates indicate the village was occupied around AD 15501700, at a time when effects of distant
Euroamerican contacts were just reaching the region. Distinctive features in
pottery and lithic technology strongly
suggest that a subgroup of Hidatsas,
Page 10

having migrated from the east, occupied Scattered Village.
Analytic work is also progressing in Flagstaff and elsewhere with excavated materials from Menoken Village (ND) and Jones Village (SD).
Advanced studies are continuing for
Menoken, and sorting of excavated
samples from Jones is in progress. We
are fortunate for the opportunity to
study these collections concurrently. The sites are basically
contemporaneous
(around AD 1200) and lie
only about 70 miles apart.
Menoken is a Late Woodland
settlement with earth-covered
houses and fortifications, but
lacks evidence for corn horticulture. Jones is the northernmost settlement of the ear-

Sampling a lithic source on Rio Indio

understanding interrelated technological systems that include pottery production and use, extensive use of marine shell, manioc production, procurement of diverse floral and faunal resources, and technologies linked to
house construction and portable artifacts of wood and other perishable materials. A true benefit from Stan’s experience has been the opportunity to
visit the site and project lab near San
Juan. Interaction with other participants – including PCRG member and
ceramic specialist Richard Krause, lithic
analyst Reniel Rodríguez, and PI
Jeffery Walker (left to right in photo) –
has been especially enjoyable and enlightening.

liest defined complex of Plains Village
horticultural peoples – the first dedicated maize farmers in the Middle
Missouri area. Thus, the two villages
capture points in time and space on
opposite sides of the horticultural frontier that eventually passed northward
through most of North Dakota. Despite strong contrasts in subsistence
and adaptation, the sites share several
material features that suggest a common cultural ancestry.
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1712 S. Krameria Way, Denver, CO 80224, ph. (303) 759-2889 highlat@hotmail.com
Arch. Lab, 2032 S. Grange Ave., Sioux Falls, SD 57105, ph. (605) 336-5493 lueck@inst.augie.edu
P O Box 372, La Junta, CO 81050-, ph. (719) 383-2219 mdmitchell@fs.fed.us
Dept. Anthro., Univ. of KS, Lawrence, KS 66045-2110, ph. (913) 864-4103 dmorey@lark.cc.ukans.edu
PMB 409, 2830 North Ave. CB5, Grand Junction, CO 81501-4981 hiermor@gj.net
105 Wadsworth Drive, Mankato, MN 56001, ph. (507) 344-8008 wensm@gotocrystal.net
2508 Washington Street, Lincoln, NE 68502, ph. (402) 475-7827 cn03810@alltel.net
9990 Heritage Park, Peyton, CO 80831, ph. (719) 749-2337 owkra@msn.com
10101 Woodhaven Dr., Austin, TX 78753-, ph. (512) 873-8131 tkp4747@aol.com
P. O. Box 1073, Fritch, TX 79036-, ph. (806) 857-3075 johne@netjava.com
P O Box 1582, Bismarck, ND 58502-1582, ph. (701) 328-3574 ppicha@state.nd.us
Dept. Anthro., UW Oskosh, 800 Algoma Blvd., Oshkosh, WI 54901-, ph. (920) 424-7070 prine@uwosh.edu
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Participating Members (continued)
David Purcell
Donna C. Roper
John O. Ross
Michael Scullin
Susan D. Siebler
Elaine Smith
Holmes A. Semken, Jr.
Kimberly Spurr
Jim F. & Marilyn Stauffer
Michael Sturgill
Fern E. Swenson
Michael E. Timpson
Miranda Warburton
W. Raymond Wood
Marilyn J. Wyss

175 North Pawnee Drive, Flagstaff, AZ 86001, ph. (520) 525-2103 dpurcell@infomagic.net
1924 Bluehills Road, Manhattan, KS 66502-, ph. (785) 776-3772 droper@ksu.edu
P.O. Box 1766, Steamboat Springs, CO 80477-, ph. (970) 879-2594
Trafton Science Ctr, N358, Minn. St. Univ., Mankato, MN 56001. scullin@krypton.mankato.msus.edu
2325 Seaton Street, Fremont, NE 68025, ph. (402) 727-5308 tex_777@hotmail.com
116 Liverpool Ave. S, Liverpool, NY 13088-4316, ph. (315) 457-5433
Geology, Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242-, ph. (319) 335-1830 holmes-semken@uiowa.edu
175 North Pawnee Drive, Flagstaff, AZ 86001, ph. (520) 525-2103 Kimberly.Spurr@nau.edu
521 N. Maple, McPherson, KS 67460-, ph. (316) 241-5861
2205 S. Mtn. Vista Lane, Provo, UT 84606-, ph. (801) 377-2621
305 Ryan Dr #1, Bismarck, ND 58501-, ph. (701) 255-6585 fswenson@state.nd.us
3055 Eagendale Place, #338, Eagan, MN 55121-, ph. (651) 688-6659 dirtdoc@minn.net
P. O. Box 6013, NNAD-NAU, Flagstaff, AZ 86011-, ph. (520) 523-7428 miranda.warburton@nau.edu
Anthro., 107 Swallow Hall, Univ. Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211. ph. (573) 882-4362 wood@missouri.edu
40425 Whittier Ave., Hemet, CA 92544, ph. (909) 766-7392

New PCRG Research Contributions
PCRG continues the process
of numbering and listing contributions in the area of research and
education that are produced by
its members. Two purposes are
served: (1) to provide a permanent record of products of substance generated by members of
our organization, and (2) to enhance the dissemination of information contained in these contributions, both to members and
to other interested parties.
A list of PCRG Research
Contributions that have been finalized since the last annual report follows. Gaps in the sequence indicate numbered contributions previously listed or not
yet available in final form. Contribution 21 was listed as in press
in the previous annual report.
Copies of Contributions 21 and
32 are available for distribution
to members upon request, at no
charge. Copies of other contributions in this list are available
for the cost of duplication and
binding. A complete list of all
contributions is also available
upon request.
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10-15. Chapters titled, respectively: Radiocarbon Dating; Definition of Analytic Units – Site 32MO291;
Pottery and Related Artifacts; Stone Tools and Flaking Debris; Shell Remains; and Summary Observations. In Report of Archaeological Investigations Along Highway 1806, Morton County, North Dakota,
edited by Michael D. Metcalf and Carole L. Graham. Metcalf Archaeological Consultants, Inc., Eagle,
Colorado. Report submitted to the North Dakota Department of Transportation, Bismarck.. [2000]
By Stanley A. Ahler, Michael D. Metcalf, Gail Ryser, and Carole L. Graham.
21.
Why Flute? Folsom Point Design and Adaptation. Journal of Archaeological Science. 27:799-820. [2000]
By Stanley A. Ahler and Phil R. Geib
26.
New Geophysical and Archaeological Investigations at Huff Village State Historic Site (32MO11), Morton
County, North Dakota. Report submitted by PCRG to the State Historical Society of North Dakota.
155 pp. [2000] By Stanley A. Ahler and Kenneth L. Kvamme with contributions by Carl R. Falk,
Robert K. Nickel, Paul R. Picha, and Craig M. Johnson.
27.
New On-Site Interpretive Materials for Huff Village State Historic Site. An interpretive package submitted
by PCRG to the State Historical Society of North Dakota. [2000] By Stanley A. Ahler, W. Raymond
Wood, Kenneth L. Kvamme, and Carl R. Falk
30.
Summary Report on 2000 Field Investigations at Fort Clark State Historic Site, 32ME2, Mercer County,
North Dakota. [2000] Report submitted by PCRG to the State Historical Society of North Dakota,
Bismarck. 45 pp. [2000] By Stanley A. Ahler, Kenneth L. Kvamme, and Jo Ann C. Kvamme
31.
Draft Report on Field Investigations at Menoken Village State Historic Site, 32BL2, Summer 1999. Report
submitted by PCRG to the State Historical Society of North Dakota, Bismarck. 50 pp. [2000]
Assembled by Stanley A. Ahler with contributions by W. R. Wood, F. E. Swenson, E. L. Stevens, K. Y.
Smith, E. Prine, P. R. Picha, K. L. Kvamme, R. Gardner, and S. A. Ahler
32.
Remote Sensing at Fort Clark Trading Post, Fort Clark State Historic Site, ND. Remote Sensing at Mit-tuttahang-kush Village, Fort Clark State Historic Site, ND. Remote Sensing Details at Fort Clark State Historic
Site, ND. Department of Anthropology and Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies, University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville. [2000] Three poster reports submitted to the State Historical Society of North
Dakota, Bismarck. Each full color in 11 x 17 inch format. By Kenneth L. Kvamme
33.
Second Draft Report Covering Site Description, Background, Fieldwork, Research Design, Lab Methods, Data
Bases, and Analytic Units for the Scattered Village Project in Mandan, North Dakota. Prepared for use by
project participants and submitted to City of Mandan, North Dakota, and North Dakota Department
of Transportation. 237 pp. [2000] By Eric J. Feiler and Stanley A. Ahler
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